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Mull Of Kintyre Paul Mccartney
(The cottage in the video is commonly mistaken for the McCartney home.) To the south stands the Mull of Kintyre itself, the peninsula’s high headland where, provided there’s no mist ...

UK pop pilgrimages: from Paul McCartney’s Kintyre to Giggs’s Peckham
A country estate made famous by Sir Paul McCartney's song Mull of Kintyre has been put up for sale. The 7,360-acre Carskiey Estate forms the Mull of Kintyre, which former resident McCartney sang ...

Paul McCartney famed Mull of Kintyre estate put on sale
IN January 1966, Paul McCartney, encouraged by his then girlfriend ... offered a retreat and a new beginning, Wings recorded Mull of Kintyre. It became the band’s best-selling single and one ...

Scottish Panoramas: A Beatle's retreat at the end of the world (or the Mull of Kintyre as it's also known)
Operas, hymns and great orchestral works have provided the foundation of many a terrace chant, sung by football fans across the UK. We pick out some of our favourites – with a little history thrown in ...

The best football chants based on classical music
This week we asked for close encounters with Paul McCartney and it didn’t disappoint ... on Paul’s biggest hit 'Mull Of Kintyre'. He also appeared in the video clip shot on their local ...

Jimmy McGeachy played drums for Paul McCartney aged 15
So Sir Paul McCartney retreated to High Park Farm ... High Park Farm is about 20 miles from the Mull of Kintyre – the most south westerly point on the peninsula.

How Scottish hideaway helped Paul McCartney let it be
He captured our musical hearts with The Beatles, then carried on with Wings and a solo career. James Paul McCartney was born in Liverpool, England, on June 18, 1942. His songwriting career with ...

Paul McCartney turns 79: Here are 10 signature songs
One of the spur routes goes close to the Mull of Kintyre area - made famous in the 1970s by the number one hit by Paul McCartney and Wings. The main route offers visitors the chance to visit ...

Is Kintyre's 'Route 66' the next road to recovery?
“When Paul McCartney did Mull Of Kintyre I was in Australia doing a radio show. “They said ‘Gerry, this is Paul’s new record.

Liverpool legend Gerry Marsden on rivalry with The Beatles and how he still meets up with Paul McCartney for a natter
Britpop was smashing, bouncing, joy-giving, singalong pub music. “We are young, we are free, we’re all right!” declared Supergrass in “Alright.” “It’s a beautiful day to waste away,” noted the ...

An illuminating look at the most tumultuous decade in the life of a rock icon—the only McCartney biography in decades based on firsthand interviews with the ex-Beatle himself. As the 1970s began, the Beatles ended,
leaving Paul McCartney to face the new decade with only his wife Linda by his side. Holed up at his farmhouse in Scotland, he sank into a deep depression. To outsiders, McCartney seemed like a man adrift—intimidated by
his own fame, paralyzed by the choices that lay before him, cut loose from his musical moorings. But what appeared to be the sad finale of a glorious career was just the start of a remarkable second act. The product of a
long series of one-on-one interviews between McCartney and Scottish rock journalist Tom Doyle, Man on the Run chronicles Paul McCartney’s decadelong effort to escape the shadow of his past, outrace his critics, and defy
the expectations of his fans. From the bitter and painful breakup of the Beatles to the sobering wake-up call of John Lennon’s murder, this is a deeply revealing look at a sometimes frightening, often exhilarating period
in the life of the world’s most famous rock star. Sensing that he had nowhere to go but up, Paul McCartney started over from scratch. With emotional—and musical—backing from Linda, he released eccentric solo albums and
embarked on a nomadic hippie lifestyle. He formed a new band, Wings, which first took flight on a ramshackle tour of British university towns and eventually returned Paul to the summit of arena rock superstardom. In Man
on the Run, Doyle follows McCartney inside the recording sessions for Wings’ classic album Band on the Run—and provides context for some of the baffling misfires in his discography. Doyle tracks the dizzying highs and
exasperating lows of a life lived in the public spotlight: the richly excessive world tours, the Japanese drug bust that nearly ended McCartney’s career, his bitter public feuds with his erstwhile Beatle bandmates, and
the aftermath of an infamous drug-and-alcohol-fueled jam session where McCartney helped reconcile the estranged John Lennon and Yoko Ono. For Paul McCartney, the 1970s were a wild ride with some dark turns. Set against
the backdrop of a turbulent decade, Man on the Run casts the “sunny Beatle” in an entirely new light. Praise for Man on the Run ““Tom Doyle’s detailed chronicle, which includes rare interviews with McCartney and former
Wings members, portrays a band that was far more contentious than eager-to-please hits like 1976’s ‘Let ’Em In’ had us believe, fronted by a legend who wanted to be both boss and buddy. The book is larded with tales of
Seventies rock-star excess, Paul and Linda’s love of weed, docked paychecks, and grousing musicians.”—Rolling Stone “Well-researched but still breezy and engaging, the book offers a comprehensive tour of the shaggy,
bleary-eyed decade when the hardest-working ex-Beatle reached the zenith of his creative and commercial success. . . . Man on the Run makes an excellent contribution to the burgeoning literature devoted to McCartney’s
post-Beatles career.”—The Boston Globe “In the 1970s, a depressed, heavy-drinking Paul McCartney walked away from The Beatles and reinvented himself as the leader of another hitmaking rock ’n’ roll band. A new book by
longtime Q magazine contributing editor Tom Doyle about that turbulent period in the legendary rock star’s life, Man on the Run, catches him in mid-flight.”—Billboard
This Rock 'n' Roll survey covers 38 of your own "top 40" hits, focusing on every single that broke new ground or topped the charts. It bounces with the excitement of rock music and the vibrant personalities who create it.
"The Words and Music of Paul McCartney: The Solo Years" examines the large and varied oeuvre of this deeply personal artist, showing how McCartney's stint as a Beatle continues to inform his solo music, as well as how he
has transcended his days as a member of the Fab Four. After a biographical introduction, chronologically arranged chapters explore McCartney's music in the immediate aftermath of the breakup of the Beatles, his work with
Wings during the 1970s, his collaborations with other artists during the 1980s, and his compositions of the 1990s, including his first forays into classical music. The examination also covers McCartney's critically
acclaimed work in the first decade of the 21st century, including "Memory Almost Full" and "Ecce Cor Meum," a composition written in the style of sacred English choral music. Throughout, the book supplies analytical
insights and historical background to a repertoire that, surprisingly, has not previously been covered in detail.
Uma seleção das melhores letras de canções interpretadas pelo cantor e compositor Paul McCartney.
This complete discography of Paul McCartney's solo and other post-Beatles work examines his entire catalog. It covers his studio and live albums and compilations, including the trance, electronic, classical and cover
albums and selected bootleg recordings; all of the singles; videos and DVDs; and the 15 radio shows he made as Oobu Joobu. Each song is reviewed in depth, providing a wealth of information for both dedicated McCartney
fans and those just discovering his music.

A legendary record producer and performer takes readers on an alphabetical journey of insights into the music of the Beatles and individual reminiscences of John, Paul, George, and Ringo. Peter Asher met the Beatles in
the spring of 1963, the start of a lifelong association with the band and its members. He had a front-row seat as they elevated pop music into an art form, and he was present at the creation of some of the most iconic
music of our times. Asher is also a talented musician in his own right, with a great ear for what was new and fresh. Once, when Paul McCartney wrote a song that John Lennon didn’t think was right for the Beatles, Asher
asked if he could record it. “A World Without Love” became a global No. 1 hit for his duo, Peter & Gordon. A few years later Asher was asked by Paul McCartney to help start Apple Records; the first artist Asher discovered
and signed up was a young American singer-songwriter named James Taylor. Before long he would be not only managing and producing Taylor but also (having left Apple and moved to Los Angeles) working with Linda Ronstadt,
Neil Diamond, Robin Williams, Joni Mitchell, and Cher, among others. The Beatles from A to Zed grows out of his popular radio program “From Me to You” on SiriusXM's The Beatles Channel, where he shares memories and
insights about the Fab Four and their music. Here he weaves his reflections into a whimsical alphabetical journey that focuses not only on songs whose titles start with each letter, but also on recurrent themes in the
Beatles’ music, the instruments they played, the innovations they pioneered, the artists who influenced them, the key people in their lives, and the cultural events of the time. Few can match Peter Asher for his fresh and
personal perspective on the Beatles. And no one is a more congenial and entertaining guide to their music.
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Commentary (music and lyrics not included). Pages: 53. Chapters: Another Day (Paul McCartney
song), Arrow Through Me, Band on the Run (song), Beautiful Night (song), Beware My Love, Biker Like an Icon, Bluebird (song), Call Me Back Again, Come and Get It (song), Coming Up (song), Country Dreamer, C Moon, Eat at
Home, Every Night (song), Flying to My Home, Getting Closer (song), Girlfriend (Wings song), Girls' School (song), Give Ireland Back to the Irish, Goodnight Tonight, Heart of the Country (song), Helen Wheels, Hi, Hi, Hi,
Hope of Deliverance, I'm the Urban Spaceman, I've Had Enough, I Lie Around, Jet (song), Junior's Farm, Junk (song), Letting Go (Wings song), Let 'Em In, Let Me Roll It, Listen to What the Man Said, Little Lamb Dragonfly,
Little Woman Love, London Town (Wings song), Magneto and Titanium Man, Mama's Little Girl, Mary Had a Little Lamb (Paul McCartney song), Maybe I'm Amazed, Mrs Vandebilt, Mull of Kintyre (song), Must Do Something About It,
My Brave Face, My Love (Paul McCartney & Wings song), Nineteen Hundred and Eighty-Five, Off the Ground (song), Oh Woman, Oh Why, Old Siam, Sir, Picasso's Last Words (Drink to Me), Pretty Little Head (song), Really Love
You, Rockestra Theme, Sally G, She's My Baby (Wings song), Silly Love Songs, Sing the Changes, Soily, Stranglehold (Paul McCartney song), Teddy Boy (song), Temporary Secretary, That Would Be Something, The Back Seat of My
Car, The Lovely Linda, The World Tonight (song), Too Many People, Tropic Island Hum, Uncle Albert/Admiral Halsey, Venus and Mars/Rock Show, Warm and Beautiful, Waterfalls (Paul McCartney song), With a Little Luck,
Wonderful Christmastime, Young Boy, You Gave Me the Answer, Zoo Gang (song). Excerpt: "Mull of Kintyre" is a song written by Paul McCartney and Denny Laine and performed by Wings. The song was written in tribute to the
picturesque...
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